MAY FETE MAY BE HELD MAY 5—MAYBE

Dancers Revel In Old Colonial Garden At Junior Prom

MAY 2. 1929

Coffin Library

MAY 5--MAYBE

Election of Queen

Set for March 23

By Woman's Council

REV. MCALLUM TO WED IN MAY

Annoouncements Engaged to Miss Virginia Harris.

Flamboyance of Pageantry and Costume to Mark Upcoming Event.

RICHARDS BRINGS RAVE TO SCOTTISH RITE

Drumhead Revue of the 83rd Annual Session at Rice University.

CO-EDS BRING ELIGIBLE BOYS TO LIGHT

Open means for girls is here! Don't Let Your Eyes Get So Narrowed That You Miss the Opportunity to Get a Good Education! The Fairer Sex Has been Neglected for a Very Long Time, and We Are Determined to Make Up for Lost Time. We, the Co-Eds, Are Willing to Take the Lead in This Important Work. We Have Already Made a Great Success, and Our Results Have Been Highly Satisfactory. We Can Promise You That You Will Get the Best Education You Can Get, and We Will Make Sure That You Get Your Money's Worth.
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SOCIETY

The Alumnae of the Palace Alumni Literary Society complimented the new members of the newly organized group at Bish's on a tea at the

In February, a number of the members visited Mrs. James H. Brown, who has taken over the operation of the Palace Alumni Literary Society. The visit was well received by all.


cardinal virtues. The members were presented with gold medals by the society.

Miss Edith L. Wood, a former Bishop Bell student, accompanied her wife, Miss Edith F. Watkin, a teacher at Bishop Bell, on a trip to London.

The wedding of Miss Susie Fundren and William Tuck was held on February 12, 1925, at Trinity Episcopal Church, with the Reverend Dr. McIver officiating. The bride was met by her father, Mr. J. W. Tuck, and his daughter, Miss Susie Fundren. The wedding was a simple affair, and the guests included members of the Tuck family and friends.

The reception was held at the Hotel Theresa, with Mrs. Harry Weiser in charge of the arrangements. Mrs. Weiser is the mother of the bride.

The bridal party included Miss Susie Fundren, Miss Helen Freyer, Miss Helen Mims, Miss Helen Lacy, and Miss Mary Blake.

Ricky P. will TOUR EUROPE

The party will return to Paris from London, where they will spend the summer months. They will then travel to the southern parts of France and Spain, visiting various cities.

The approximate cost will run around $1,000 per person. The party will be accompanied by a guide who will provide information about the various places they will visit.

WHAT COEDS OTHER DAYS ARE DOING

Marvin Davis, Jr., President, is working on a new literary magazine. The publication will be called "The Critic" and will be published monthly.

Miss Evangeline F. Smith, a former student at Rice Institute, is working on a new novel. The novel will be published by Dodd, Mead & Company.

President Kreamer said that the club was to have a "spelling bee" on the night of the party.

MILD?...YES! VERY MILD...AND

WE STATE IT AS OUR

INKK CLOTH OVER GREEN SATIN WITH A COLOR SCHEME. MRS. HARRY WEISER
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The old story goes that Delilah cut off her hair and made her strength go. Doesn't make much sense, but it does mean something dumb too.

But thanks she's done or done!

Oh, yes, she's even, even if she's been doing something new and she's got a hair dresser there to fix her up right.

When I put a small turned ivory and that I've called "Delilah" for the same reason.

It's not much fun, but it does help to cut down on the 

Delilah have known her own

Oh, yes, here we are.

Here we find that there's nothing so much in sciences as in Delilah.

In the first place, if it's supposed to be "Kiki", that of course would be the name and it will be very much of a help in solving Delilah riddles and puzzles.

She can't see now how nice Delilah enjoyed cutting her hair, which also

Delilah and she needed a picture taken in a style that would be more beautiful to

Delilah. The best way to do it isahan.

If no one has done it, but this isn't a square, d know I

As to work with. Blah! We wish to cor-

sallyport. The love of nature suc-

solas to the love of artificiality—

orearly the great thing of artifices.

Hear the B. U. L. S. initials.

It's worth a lot to see her smile.

It doesn't mention

I've got a sister named Ivory and

people, and she sez, real kittenish and inno-

She saw that Freshmen were usu-

To class each student plods his

To the farmer beware!

Let the farmer beware!

The wind has blown her dress

While I'm speaking of delights, I

I have been warned that, just because

While sober upperclassmen turn

There's Joe, a

There's Harris who is big and fat;

While the name is "Eddy Fields",

CO-EDS INVADE ED'S FIELDS

To have been the constructor of Eddy Fields, it would be

The girls have usually been called co-eds or better, since

That's been a saying in every college and there's

I guess the expression of a great many people.

He's back in circulation.

I don't want to talk about it and I haven't

A co-ed shrieks in great dismay—

"Just listen to those rowdies, hon."

"Dismuting, dear," he softly sings.

It's worth a lot to see her smile.

She saw that Freshmen were usu-

The Great Secret of Life is to Be Prepared When Your Opportunity Comes

Prepare to Start Now—SAVE

SOUTH TEXAS COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK

P.A. wins on every count

ANY way you figure it, P.A. is better tobacco.

Take fragrance, for instance. Your well-known

familiar actory will tell you. And taste—who

can describe that? And mildness—you couldn't ask for anything better.

Yes, P.A. is cool and comfortable and

mellow and mild. Long-burning, with a good

clean ash. You never tire of P.A. It's always the

same old friendly smoke. Get yourself a tidy red
tab and check everything I'm telling you!

PRINCETON ALBERT

no other tobacco is like it!

The more you know about tobacco, the more you appreciate P.A.
**THE TRUSHER-HOUSTON, TEXAS**

**CO-ED STAFF**

Editor

- Beverly Ponthieux
- Sara Duff
- Anna Oma Jacob
- Marjorie Tilton
- Dorothy Kay

Feature Editor

- Lillian Herkness
- Dorothy B. Evensen
- Elizabeth Hendricks

Sports Editor

- Art Editor

**WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE?**

*Prom Pointers*

**Dr. Chandler Says Frog Didn’t Do It**

Air, Moisture and Food Would Be Necessary.

"Highly improbable," is the opinion approved by Dr. Am Chandler, of the physics department, in regard to the story of the burned frog that was taken from the campus. There is no possibility that the frog could have been burned to death as was claimed. As it is, there are two possible theories:

1. The frog had a natural death due to old age or disease.
2. The frog was burnt by some other means.

"There is no evidence to support any theory that the frog was burnt by a student," Dr. Chandler said. "This is a theory that is very unlikely to be true." The frog was found in the campus pond, which is located near the physics building. The frog was alive when it was found, and there is no evidence to suggest that it had been burnt to death.

But in spite of our youth and lack of coherence as a student body, there are some few customs which have endured through several years. College night, the Slimm night parade; the Slo-Pitch and Cricket teams; this very Annual Day; the Annual Day is a holiday; they may come in time to be honored and hoary traditions as typical of and sacred to Rice as the "collegiate" traditions of any other class; two customs that some day would be a studied of the history texts; two traditions that were its own and its own and its own and its own tradition. Such traditions are our achievements as class of one or the other at the just-an-ordinary, Preston Point, the first class; there's been some other strictly feminine custom that died after being born, but one can, or can’t.

"This two-registered account suggests that there are very few people who are really interested in traditions, and that this is no barrier to the formation of traditions.

"If you adopt the idea of traditions, there would be no barrier to doing so," Dr. Chandler said. "There is no reason why the traditions of Rice cannot be as fine as the traditions of any other college or university.

"If you have the idea of traditions, you will have the idea of traditions," Dr. Chandler said. "If you adopt the idea of traditions, you will have the idea of traditions. If you take the idea of traditions, you will have the idea of traditions."
The second of the series of Profes- sional Friends' lectures on the German department at the University of Houston was presented by Mrs. Walter Markham, Wednesday, February 5th, in the lecture room of the union with the cooperation of the German department. During the course of the lecture the speaker and professor in German was shown to the students and to the public that there had been of vital interest since the war, including the subject of the new German government and its policies towards the world, but I didn't know where they came from.”

A lecture recital was given by Mr. John Jost of the German department to which included a synopsis of the ing voice and his interpretation of tbe whole confession. The affair was held at Autry House.

The money from the sale of the bouquet, and that raised by the plants will all go towards the expenses incurred in Indonesia's housing of the Democratic Convention June 20 and 21.

“Pay Dirt”

The Forty-Niners made their fortunes by pan-mining, gathering the gold-bearing sand or “paydirt” in an iron pan and separating the sand from the tiny gold flakes. They seldom found chunks or nuggets of gold, but by patient work the number of single grains increased until the miner had a fortune. A steady accumulation of small sums is a sure method of fortune building. Start saving your nickels and dimes in a separate account and see how the money for investment later.

Lectures Recital by Friends on Lectures on Post-War Germany

Autry House Unable to Accommodate Large Audience

Last Friday evening a delightful lecture recital was given in Mr. John Land’s lecture room in the union to the enjoyment of the number of friends and students who attended. The subject was held at Autry House February 12th, and Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the past week, which was read to the students was a few hundred grains of gold and silver from the “paydirt” during the distressing decline of the value of the mark, which reached a peak in the German department.

We have in our class one of the most amusing students that I have ever known. He calls his Ford opportunity, because he has the most adorable, Ponderous subjects—Althea Hill.

“Blue Heaven” When Day is Done

“Girl of My Dreams” “It’s you, and you’re always mine, away, thinking of you, and I can’t wait any longer,” says one of the students. “I know there’s some little girl that dreams of me. I know there’s some little girl that dreams of me. I saw you, we’re happy together and we’re only a few minutes away, and we’re in love.”

“The Bishop’s Wife” Mrs. Zirilli, not yet come to his own with all the villains, as well as the famous people and the pups. And, believe me, these new products can be handled, too. The boys can use and ram clamp, and dear Lord, they have their done mixed, and their heads full of the matters where they are, and they’ll work as well as the famous people and the pups.

A Real Co-ed Special

Lovely, Lace Silk Underwear

A beautiful assortment of silk Underskirt consisting of Gowns, Fodder and Step-ins, lovely quality copper or chin and flat-crepe, densely trimmed in lace, ribbon and tails, others having floral prints, all the light pastel shades. Specially priced at

"Button, Button" is Rice Slogan This Week

The convention here has left Rice. A special lecture from a taking post on this week to try to hear some new lecture at a "Button" meet.

Hogan - Allnoch Dry Goods Company

"First In Service"

Compliments of
San Jacinto Trust Company
"First In Service"

Main at Polk

Ponset 4122

W.C. Munn Co. A Real Co-ed Special

Lovely, Lace Silk Underwear

$3.98

(THIRD FLOOR—MUNN'S)
Rothgeb and Gang Start Spring Training

Spring football practice begins Monday and is scheduled to last approximately 10 meeting periods to report. Coach Dan Nathoe, director of football, will make the first stop in the training of the players this week. Several are being thoroughly drilled in track and baseball instead of attending football practice at this time.

The Owls, one of the best in the history of Hice, as an unselfish outfit promises to be one of the finest to come before the fans in a while. Several of the finest names of yesterday will be available. These are Murray Baskin, catcher; Yerkes, pitcher; Imerio, runner; and Duff, pitcher.

Several are being thoroughly drilled in the drill by Coach Claude Rothgeb, head foot-ball coach.

The Owls will participate in the following games:

** Fountain Valley School **

** Owls to Meet Longhorns Feb. 26: Prelim Soner **

Now that the basketball season has officially opened, it is obvious that the Owls will be the most popular team of the season. The Owls are the most popular team of the history of Hice, as an unselfish outfit promises to be one of the finest to come before the fans in a while. Several of the finest names of yesterday will be available. These are Murray Baskin, catcher; Yerkes, pitcher; Imerio, runner; and Duff, pitcher.
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There is a tiny group of houses in an old Jewtown where they live in complete isolation. These are the only two who are left. The rest are all gone.

The banks call is well known. The class sections are all in the same position, but the Mexican whose farm is there has been moved because of the war and is moving to the past. Louis lives in one of these houses. It was a cold, rainy day, and he wore a large, heavy coat. The door was down, and there was snow falling outside. Louis had to make a decision. He had been told that the bank would come and take his house.

"The ADOBE" has its own, free, daily newspaper, the "Las Américas." It is published in Spanish and is read by the local Mexican community. The paper covers local news, events, and issues affecting the community.

"Luisa's House" is a two-story, brick building. The house is surrounded by a large, well-maintained garden. Luisa is the owner of the house. She is a middle-aged woman who has lived in the house for many years.
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Dancers Revel—

Dancers revel in the moonlight at the opening of the show. The lighting was done by the Rev. Dr. E. A. W. Boettcher, who arranged the setting with a unique setting. Ingenious lighting effects and audience participation added to the overall enjoyment of the performance.

EIGHT

Fifth Engineering—

The fifth engineering show was a success, as it was held in the Engineering Building. The show was attended by a large number of students, and the engineers and students shared their knowledge and enthusiasm with each other. The event was a great success, and it will be a highlight of the year for the engineering students.

Palace

The managers of the Palace have announced that the show will be given in accordance with the wishes of the audience. The public will be given the opportunity to see the show, and the managers hope that the show will be a success.
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The Fifth Engineering show was a success, as it was held in the Engineering Building. The show was attended by a large number of students, and the engineers and students shared their knowledge and enthusiasm with each other. The event was a great success, and it will be a highlight of the year for the engineering students.

Palace

The managers of the Palace have announced that the show will be given in accordance with the wishes of the audience. The public will be given the opportunity to see the show, and the managers hope that the show will be a success.

 ginuousarrangement of well painted
drops gave a unique setting. Usual. Ingenious lighting effects and ef- fective use of the stage added to the overall enjoyment of the performance.

Winona

The patrons for the dance were: Henry Beissel, general chairman; Raymond and Mrs. F. A. Boettcher, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Allen, Mrs. J. I. Autrey, Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Fleming, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Cleveland, Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Howard, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Cleveland, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Clay, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Houston, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. York, Mr. and Mrs. V. W. L. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Holden, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Tallichet, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Reynolds, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Williams.
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